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published on 07/21/2020 Sarah D. Young Reporter and Editor Photo (c) Jorge Villalba – Getty ImagesAmazon expands trials of its delivery robot, Scout, to additional states. The delivery robot began working in an area of Snohomish County, Washington in early 2019 and later began delivering packages at a major test site in Irvine,
California. The company announced Tuesday that it has now launched a small number of Amazon Scout devices in Atlanta, Georgia and Franklin, Tennessee. The delivery robots will operate Monday to Friday, only during the daytime. Amazon said customers in the test areas will order just as they normally would, but their packages can
be delivered by Amazon Scout. All Scout units will be accompanied by a human minder called an Amazon Scout Ambassador, at least initially, Amazon said.Meeting the increased demand E-commerce giant said it has been working ensuring that cooler-sized autonomous devices can safely navigate around a number of items. Amazon
Scout delivery devices are built to be inherently safe. They are the size of a small cooler and move at a walking pace. Each delivery unit can navigate around pets, pedestrians and other objects (including surfboards!) in its path, the company said in a press release. Amazon added that its efforts by Scout have continued during the
pandemic. The robots are intended to help strengthen the company's mission to meet increased customer demand during the health crisis and beyond. Amazon has been providing an important service during the COVID-19 pandemic and is working hard to get customers the products they need so they can remain safe. Amazon Scout is
quietly playing its part in this effort, too. published on 01/24/2019 Sarah D. Young Reporter and Editor Photo via TwitterOn Wednesday, Amazon deployed six of its self-driving parcel delivery robots in a neighborhood in Snohomish County, Washington. The e-commerce giant said the six-wheeled device, dubbed Amazon Scout, was
developed at its research and development lab in Seattle. The autonomous parcel delivery vehicle is about the size of a small cooler, and rolling along sidewalks at a walking pace, Sean Scott, an Amazon executive in charge of Scout, said in a blog post. The Seattle-based online retailer said every scout unit has the ability to safely and
efficiently navigate around pets, pedestrians and everything else in their path. During the trial, however, each device will be accompanied by an Amazon employee, even if Scouts have the ability to navigate themselves. Scouts will also only run Monday through Friday during the daytime during the trial. Customers in Snohomish County
order exactly as they normally would and their Amazon packages will be delivered either by one of our trusted partner carriers or by Amazon Scout Said. Wired pointed out that the autonomous parcel delivery devices could meet some challenges. A delivery robot can't open gates without hands, and it can't climb steps to get directly to
your door, Wired noted. And if the robot requires the customer to enter a PIN to get the package out, how can the robot leave the package if you're not at home? The trial in Washington will determine whether amazon scouts will be deployed in other areas. When Amazon boss Jeff Bezos announced last December that he was moving
ahead with plans to use drones to deliver packages to customers, many analysts dismissed his idea as a cheap publicity stunt. Although he already had a prototype to show off, as well as a video showing how the service might work, it seemed to many to reveal the proposed service the day before Cyber Monday was just an attempt to get
Amazon's name in the headlines during a critical period for e-tailers, and that talking about the idea would simply fade away over time. In a recent letter to shareholders, however, Bezos makes it clear that there is not only a team of engineers currently working on developing Prime Air delivery drones, but that it has actually been very busy
indeed. In addition to safety issues, Amazon needs to find a way to build a relatively quiet flying machine. The Prime Air team is already flight testing our 5th and 6th generation aircraft, Bezos wrote in the letter, adding, We are in the design phase of generation 7 and 8. Amazon's plan is to build a machine that can deliver packages of up to
five pounds to addresses within 10 miles of its U.S. fulfillment centers, but even if the engineers design a machine that can do this, Bezos is well aware that there are other obstacles to overcome before the service has any chance of getting started in four or five years. The hardest challenge in doing this will be demonstrating this to the
standards of the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) that this is a sure thing to do, Bezos said in a 60 Minutes interview last year when he first pulled wraps of the idea. In addition to security problems, Amazon must find a way to build a relatively quiet flying machine, for those living near its fulfillment centers will not take too kindly to
have their peace crushed by an army of noisy drones passing overhead, no matter what time of day. And as for those who promise to blow the web giant's octocopters out of the sky if they see one – like this guy in Colorado who said he won't hesitate to shoot one down if have a chance and will be happy to go to jail with a smile all over
my face – it will surely take more than a few Amazon coupons and a free Prime subscription to appease them. There's clearly some way to go for Amazon's Prime Air project, but according to Bezos's letter to shareholders, the idea really seems to be moving closer to becoming a reality. (Rendering courtesy of Mestaty via sketchfab.com)
Editors recommendations Amazon have long teased the ability to deliver their packages with drones. So far, federal regulations have made it almost impossible. Now Amazon has found a new place to test its ambitious plan: the UK. According to a press release, the Seattle-based company has partnered with the British government to
help make packages delivered by small aircraft a reality there. In the press release, Amazon's vice president of global innovation Paul Misener cites the retail giant's goal of being able to deliver packages in under 30 minutes. The UK is charting a way forward for drone technology that will benefit consumers, industry and society, he said.
There is no timeline yet on when the program will begin. Regulations limit how drones can be used in the United States, both in leisure and commercial. Not long after Jeff Bezos revealed plans for the Amazon Prime Air service in 2013, the FAA began working on a proposed set of official rules for drones. In April 2015, Misener sent a
letter to the FAA on behalf of Amazon, saying: Overly normative limitations are likely to have the unintended effect of stifling innovation. In fact, Amazon spent $9.4 million lobbying for drone delivery in the United States in 2015.Despite the retailer's efforts, in June, the FAA released an updated set of strict rules that take effect starting next
month. The rules state that all unmanned aircraft must weight less than 55lbs and remain within sight of fliers at all times. The devices also cannot rise above 400 feet and can be flown only in daylight. Sales of drones have exploded in recent years. A recent New York Times report estimates that 2.8 million drones will be sold in the United
States in 2016 - twice as many as sold in 2015. These drones are all covered by the FAA's new rules. If Amazon's program is a success in the UK – and proves to be safe – it's possible that it could be evidence the concept the FAA needs to loosen its rules. Until that happens, much of the innovation in the growing drone industry can be
grounded. (Pocket-lint) – Amazon's drones are still a few years away, so the company is looking at other shipping options, such as building its own delivery network, it is claimed. The Wall Street Journal reported that Amazon is currently testing a delivery network in New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. There are even Amazon job
ads that described the U.S. delivery network as The Last Mile. Amazon seems to be in full swing on the project, especially after last Christmas. The Wall Street Journal noted Amazon was stung by UPS and FedEx's severe shipping delays and looks forward to avoiding another costly debacle. On the both UPS and FedEx FedEx the
majority of Amazon deliveries and have regularly raised their prices. For example, Amazon's shipping costs increased by 29 percent last year. Thus, instead of leaving more money to companies that can't withstand the increased burden of online holiday shopping, Amazon plans to build a self-managed network complete with its own
delivery trucks. Amazon would not only save on shipping costs but could also offer customers same-day deliveries, nighttime deliveries, deliveries at specific times, etc. Keep in mind, however, that Amazon also thinks internationally. Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, told shareholders earlier this month that Amazon has already created fast,
last-mile delivery networks in the UK, where commercial airlines could not support Amazon's top volumes. We have contacted Amazon for a comment and will update as more information is available. Writing by Elyse Betters. (Pocket-lint) – Amazon is setting up a new team to develop amazon scout in Cambridge, UK as it looks to roll out
its autonomous delivery robot further. Amazon Scout has made deliveries in four U.S. states so far. But the move to develop Amazon Scout in the UK is interesting because it clearly signals the ambition to bring it to other countries in the near future. The Cambridge-based scout team will be based on its existing development center and
Amazon is hiring software development engineers. Amazon says this will allow it to further develop Scout's capabilities so that it can safely negotiate around pets, pedestrians and other obstacles like trash cans and signs. Obviously, these can be quite different depending on which country it is. The Cambridge Development Centre is
already working on some autonomous technologies - researching Prime Air drone technology, for example - as well as adding intelligence for Alexa. Scouts autonomously follow a delivery route. Making deliveries on wide US streets is one thing, but it is quite another to make autonomous deliveries on smaller streets in the UK and
Europe. The retail giant clearly sees autonomous delivery as a long-term solution to the cost of the last mile of delivery – the last part of delivering a item to your home is the most expensive to meet. Writing by Dan Grabham. Grabham, i'm sorry.
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